The blades of a wind turbine are a significant component of the structure and therefore much attention should be given to their design� They are the elements of a wind turbine responsible for extracting energy from the moving air by virtue of their shape� How effective the blade shape is at doing this will affect the overall efficiency and performance of the unit, which are of great interest to manufactures and their customers alike� Since blades of commercial wind turbines can reach upwards of 20 m in length, physical test of various designs can become expensive and time consuming� Although there are some general analytical formulas and procedures [1] for determining blade shapes, these tend fall short of producing optimal designs given the several significant in accurate assumptions their derivation is founded upon� It is for this reason, researches have turned to computer simulation to develop and optimize wind turbine blade shape� Computational fluid dynamics, or CFD, is a powerful tool that has been leveraged in many industries including the wind power industry� When applied and executed correctly simulation results very closely approximate actual blade performance and thus can be used to evaluate and identify optimal designs that will perform up to expectations in the real world�
Introduction
Blade element moment (BEM) method was used to construct a straight edge blade prototype whose optimal oncoming wind and rotation speeds were 7 m/s and 20 rpm� The blade has a length of 20 m and uses a constant airfoil cross-section NACA 4412� To test this new design, the performance of both blades will be measured using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) at a wind speed of 10 m/s� In addition to this straight blade, a swept edge blade was also tested� This swept edge blade has the same characteristics as the straight edge except for the trajectory of the edge� Each cross section has the same dimensions at the same distance from the hub as its corresponding section in the straight edge blade�
The reason for testing this new geometry is that the straight edge blade is constructed using a formulaic approach, which treats the airflow over the blade as perfectly perpendicular to the leading edge and neglects any spanwise component� The swept edge blade profile aims to accommodate the spanwise velocity component and delay the stall point of the rotor� This geometry has largely been uninvestigated using the CFD approach� Recently, an investigation into the loading and dynamic behaviour of a swept blade was published by Larwood and Zuteck [2] � They used codes developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratories (NREL), which used a more analytical approach� A CFD approach is more suitable for this investigation since it is purely an aerodynamic study and CFD yields very accurate results that are quantitative as well as qualitative� Examples of CFD's capability of producing accurate qualitative as well as quantitative results for wind turbine analysis are abundant in scientific literature for the past 20 years� One example is the study was performed by Ferre and Munduate [3] � In this instance, CFD was used to analyse the flow conditions for three tip designs shown in Fig� 1�
The simulation was done for attached flow conditions only� Because of this, an unstructured mesh was used since it is quicker and easier than a structured mesh and high boundary layer resolution is not required� To take into account the effect of the viscous boundary layer, a wall function could be utilized although it was stated that resolution of the viscous boundary layer with a fine mesh is preferred� A moving reference frame with periodic boundary conditions was used to model the rotation of the blade, whereas the k-ω SST turbulence closure model [4] 
Numerical Simulation Approach to Wind Turbine Blade Performance Evaluation
As one can imagine, it is critical to understand the performance characteristics associated with a wind turbine blade shape before the expensive and timeconsuming processes of fabrication and installation are undertaken� There are mainly two methods used to accomplish this� The first is an analytical approach that is based on the BEM theory� This approach breaks the blade up into a finite number of elements perpendicular to span of the blade as shown in Fig� 3� Each element represents a 2-D cross section of the blade whose performance can be evaluated using lift and drag data gathered from wind tunnel testing of the section's shape� The total torque produced by a blade for a given oncoming wind speed can be approximated by the sum of the torques produced by each section� This approach is efficient in that it does not require extensive computational resources and generally produces good results for traditional blade shapes in flow conditions where there is little or no flow separation at the trailing edge of the blade� When a wind turbine blade is in a stall condition, unlike that of an aircraft, a spanwise wind velocity component results from its rotational motion� This velocity component produces a favourable pressure gradient that holds the flow attached to the blade resulting in higher lift values at higher angles of attack than predicted by standard wind tunnel tests of the same airfoil cross sectional shape� This phenomenon is not accounted for using the BEM theory, which assumes no spanwise velocity component� It is for this reason that CFD analysis is necessary to evaluate new blade designs� Thus, for more complex blade shapes and flow conditions a numerical simulation is required�
Numerical Methods
The governing equations for viscous, incompressible flow can be described by the Navier-Stokes equations as stated in eqn (1)� Due to their mixed elliptic-parabolic behavior, a pressure correction technique is widely used to solve them� This technique is employed in the SIMPLE algorithm, which couples the pressure and velocity� This method was used in this investigation along with the first-order upwind discretization scheme for all equations� All solutions were run till they were fully converged and all converged below an order of 1 × 10 4 �Traditionally, most initial designs and performance predictions of wind turbine blades have been based on the BEM theory� This approach uses 2-D airfoil data to determine the aerodynamic loads experienced by the blades analytically� This method is fast and yields a reasonable prediction for attached flow conditions� However, the BEM theory tends to underpredict power extracted during the stall condition [5] � When a wind turbine blade is in a stall condition, unlike that of an aircraft, a spanwise wind velocity component results from its rotational motion� This velocity component produces a favourable pressure gradient, which holds the flow attached to the blade resulting in higher lift values at higher angles of attack than predicted by standard wind tunnel tests of the same airfoil cross-sectional shape� This phenomenon is not accounted for using the BEM theory, which assumes no spanwise velocity component� It is for this reason that CFD analysis is necessary to evaluate new blade designs� CFD does not use predetermined airfoil data to predict the blade performance but instead solves the governing fluid flow equations at thousands of positions on and around the blade in an iterative process� This approach allows the model to take into account any spanwise wind velocity component, which BEM theory cannot� Numerical simulation is accomplished by breaking up the flow domain into a finite number of elements resulting in a mesh and solving the governing fluid flow equations in an iterative process from element to element� This process will yield values of velocity and pressure at every element after being determined from the prescribed boundary conditions� This approach is widely used in many applications including wind turbine performance evaluation� A typical wind turbine analysis begins, as with any analysis, with the construction of the flow domain� This is generally the most time-consuming and challenging aspect of a CFD study because of the length scales involved� The elements near the surface of the blade need to be small in order to adequately resolve the viscous boundary layer� The rest of the flow domain is very large for a typical turbine and thus continuing with the small elements away from the blade would produce a mesh that would be very computationally expensive to solve� Several techniques for reducing the number of elements and thus the mesh size must be employed to obtain an efficient and effective computation� One such technique is to reduce the overall flow domain to only the portion that is taken up by a single blade rather than all three� This can be accomplished by employing symmetric boundary conditions about the axis of rotation� 'As can be seen the domain is quite large in comparison to the blade and hub� This is because the wake produced by the turbine extends far downstream and it is not desirable for it to extend into the rear boundary'� The flow volume depicted in Fig� 4 is for a wind turbine blade '20 m in length and extends 550 m downstream and 100 m upstream of the blade� These dimensions are based on previous work [6, 7] � The radius of the front face is 100 m while the back is 130 m� The angle between the two side surfaces is 120°� This means that exactly one-third of the wind turbine will be modelled� This is done for computational efficiency'� By specifying symmetric boundary conditions, it is insured that the flow conditions on both planes will be mirrored across the centre line of the flow domain� In most cases, this is a valid assumption because the flow pattern is periodic in the angular direction�
The other technique that is utilized in almost every CFD study is varying the mesh density� In this approach, the mesh elements will be small in areas of interest where high resolution of the flow pattern is required and large in other areas where information about flow conditions is less important or does not change significantly� This will yield less elements than if a small element size was used throughout and more accurate results than if large elements were used throughout� For a typical wind turbine analysis, 'the area of interest is the region surrounding the aerodynamically active portion of the blade� This portion extends from 2 m above hub to the tip of the blade'� A common meshing technique employed uses both a structured and unstructured mesh� A structured mesh consists ofsix-sided bricks or squares that are stacked in a pattern� An unstructured mesh consists of pyramids or tetrahedral shapes that are assembled in no particular order� An example of each being used to define the flow domain are depicted below in Figs� 5 and 6� A structured mesh is recommended in the area surrounding the blade while an unstructured mesh is recommended to resolve the rest of the flow domain� A structured mesh yields more accurate results although it is cumbersome to create while an unstructured mesh is just the opposite� Structured mesh of a 3-D flow domain has certain advantages over unstructured mesh� In particular, the aspect ratio of the elements of a structured mesh can easily be altered to accomplish resolution in a given direction while maintaining their other dimensions and thus integrity� In Fig� 7, a cross-section of two 3-D quadrilateral elements is depicted� Both elements have the same length of dimension into the page� Element A can be adjusted to element B if property flux in the Y direction contains higher gradients and thus requires higher resolution� The integrity of element B is maintained and calculation of flux through it is straightforward� This is not true if the same transformation is attempted with a tetrahedral as shown in Fig� 8� Here element B is highly skewed and will hinder the computation� The only way to accomplish high resolution in the Y direction is to shorten the base of the element and increase the overall number of elements� It is for this reason that quadrilaterals are preferred to resolve the flow region in the near wall region where resolution in the direction perpendicular to the blade surface is required�
Since the only area of interest is the area surrounding the blade, a structured mesh can be used here� There are many strategies to constructing structured When all four volumes are meshed using a 'MAP' scheme typically found in most meshing programs, cubic volumes are produced� This is generally done by meshing opposite faces of each volume first ensuring that the resulting meshes are the same in terms of number of elements� The resulting mesh is shown in Fig� 13� As can be seen the mesh is considerably denser near the blade surface� This area is of high importance because of the sharp change in air velocity that occurs between the blade surface, where it is zero, and the edge of the viscous boundary layer where it is close to the free stream velocity� Enough elements need to be within this space to adequately capture the flow dynamics that occur in the near wall region, which are ultimately responsible for the overall flow conditions across the blade� An important parameter in determining the quality in this area of the mesh is the y + which is the non-dimensional distance from a wall as defined in eqn (1) In eqn (1), y is the distance from the wall, t w is the shear stress near the wall, ρ is the density of the air and υ is the kinematic viscosity� The first node from the wall should be within a distance of y + = 10� The parameters listed in Table 1 typically will achieve 0�3 ≤ y + ≤ 5 with an average of about 2, which is the adequate boundary layer resolution as shown by other researchers [6] � The cubes are also more closely packed at the leading edge of the blade� This is because this is the location of the stagnation point and there are high-pressure gradients present� It is necessary to adequately resolve these gradients so that the flow over the rest of air foil is not miscalculated�
The four volumes can be extended to the bottom of the aerodynamically active portion of the blade� At the bottom of the volumes, the elements should be evenly spaced so that the tetrahedral unstructured mesh will attach without highly skewed elements as shown in Fig� 14� The four volumes can also be extended upwards past the tip of the blade in the other direction� A fifth volume then needs to be created in the space between them with the bottom surface of the volume being the top surface of the blade and the top surface being even with the four volumes as shown in Fig� 15� The four volumes surrounding the centre void are meshed with the MAP scheme while ensuring that the nodes on the outer faces are evenly spaced to prevent skewed elements when an unstructured tetrahedral mesh is attached as shown in Fig� 16� As mentioned before, the rest of the flow volume can be meshed with a tetrahedral unstructured mesh� It is recommended that the density be varied with the densest mesh at the outside surfaces of the volumes surrounding the aerodynamically active portion of the blade� This can be accomplished with the use of an element growth function found in most meshing software with the parameters stated in Table 2� Figure 15: Volumes created at tip of blade� Before this mesh was created the two long rectangular sides were linked to be meshed� This is necessary in order to employ periodic boundary conditions as mentioned earlier� An example of the mesh density is shown in Fig� 17� Once the flow volume has been meshed it can be exported in a format that can be solved by a CFD solver� Boundary conditions should then be specified along with the appropriate mathematical models to be solved� Typical boundary conditions are depicted in Fig� 18�
The front and top surfaces should be specified as velocity inlets and in component form� A velocity magnitude should be specified only in the axial direction� The rear boundary should be specified as a pressure outlet with a zero gauge pressure� The hub and blade surfaces should be specified as wall with a no slip condition� To accomplish the rotation rate of the blade, the entire flow volume should be specified as a moving reference frame with a rotation rate corresponding to desired design parameters� This function supplements the equations of motion with an angular acceleration term as follows:
where In eqn (2) n r represents a modified velocity vector, n represents the velocity vector associated with a stationary reference frame and r u represents the velocity associated with the rotation which is found by multiplying the angular velocity, w , by the distance from the axis of rotation, r � In effect the flow volume is rotating while the blade is stationary instead of the other way around� This is made possible with the implementation of periodic boundary conditions� This turbulence model and moving reference frame function have been used with success in similar applications with good results [3, 7] �
Numerical and Mathematical Models
Most commercial CFD codes will be able to solve the governing fluid flow and turbulence equations with very little input from the user� Only a brief overview of the equations will be covered in this text�
From a momentum balance analysis of a control volume, the momentum equation is derived and is stated in eqn (4) in tensor notation n r
where U is the average velocity, P is the pressure, ρ is the density, υ is the kinematic viscosity and u is the instantaneous velocity� For this analysis, we are assuming steady-state conditions so the first term on the left is neglected� The air density is assumed constant since the Mach number from the fastest moving part of the blade, the tip, is generally well below 1 (≈�17), which is the level at which compressibility effects are noticeable� From a mass conservation analysis of the same volume, a continuity equation is yielded and is stated in eqn (8) in tensor notation
The turbulence closure model that is most widely used is the k-ω SST (shear stress transport) [4] � There are several differences between the standard and the SST models; the main one being that the k-ω SST is a combination of the k-ω standard model and the k-ε model� This is done because the k-ω standard model is dependable and accurate in the near wall region and the k-ε is the same but in the farfield region� A blending function is used to combine them is such a way that in near the wall region the k-ω model is activated and at greater distances the function goes to zero and the k-ε model is used� The k-ω SST model is a two-equation model and both parts are expressed in eqns (6) and (7) ( ) ( )
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and
and where 
In eqns (20) and (21), σk and σω are the turbulent Prandtl numbers, and μt is the turbulent viscosity as defined in eqns (22)
where 
In the above equations, y is the distance to the next surface. Yk represents the dissipation of k by turbulence and is defined in a similar way as it is in the standard model except fb* is a constant equal to 1 where in the standard model it is a function
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Yw represents the dissipation of ω and has several differences from the standard k-ω model as well� In the SST model, the fb term is a constant equal to 1 instead of being an equation, whereas the βi term is not a constant but an equation as defined in eqn (34)
where
(1 ) .
Dw is the cross-diffusion term, which is a result of the redefining of the k-ε model in terms of k and ω, which is necessary to blend the two models as mentioned earlier� The cross diffusion term is defined in eqn (38), whereas its positive counterpart is defined in eqn (27) w w k w rs w
In the above equations, the following constants were used: σk ,1 = 1�176, σ ω,1 = 2�0, σk ,2 = 1�0, σ ω,2 = 1�168, a 1 = 0�31, βi ,1 = 0�075 and βi ,2 = 0�0828� The other constants in the above equations have the same value as they do in the standard κ-ω model� The Sk and S ω are user-defined source terms, which were set to zero for this investigation� This model is solved with the continuity equation as well as the momentum equations� The governing equations for viscous, incompressible flow can be described by the Navier-Stokes equations as stated in eqn (1)� Due to their mixed elliptic-parabolic behaviour, a pressure correction technique is widely used to solve them� This technique is employed in the SIMPLE algorithm, which couples the pressure and velocity� This method was used in this investigation along with the first-order upwind discretization scheme for all equations� All solutions were run till they were fully converged and all converged below an order of 1 × 10 4 � where
In eqn (44), n r represents a modified velocity vector, n represents the velocity vector associated with a stationary reference frame and r u represents the velocity associated with the rotation, which is found by multiplying the angular velocity, w , by the distance from the axis of rotation, r � In effect, the flow volume is rotating while the blade is stationary instead the other way around� This is made possible with the implementation of periodic boundary conditions� This turbulence model and moving reference frame function have been used with success in similar applications with good results [3, 7] �
Results Analysis
Once the simulation is set up, it can be run and the data can be analysed� To insure that the simulation was setup correctly, it is common practice to simulate a condition that has been experimentally measured so the results can be compared� A typical wind turbine blade that is used as a simulation benchmark is the LM19�1 blade whose performance was measured on a NTK500/41 turbine� A plot of experimental and simulation performance data is shown in The qualitative data from the pressure contour plots help explain the quantitative data plotted in the power curve (Fig� 21)� As can be observed at 20 m/s, the straight edge blade outperforms the swept edge blade in terms of power output� From the pressure contour plot, it is observed that flow separation has not fully occurred on the straight edge blade leaving large portions at lower pressures than are present on the swept edge blade� This information can be used to further alter the design in an attempt to further optimize the design�
Conclusions
Wind turbine blade analysis is an integral part of producing a cost-effective wind turbine� Due to their size and cost, evaluation of their performance has largely been done through computer simulation� This process has evolved over the years and is becoming even more sophisticated and consequently invaluable� With the use of the k-ω SST turbulence model along with a mesh that accomplishes an adequate y + at the blade surface, which utilizes a moving reference frame environment, turbine blade performance can be accurately predicted in terms of power output while the flow conditions can be studied in great detail� 
